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Tripod reveals nefarious ulterior motives of FratTracker
BONJAY BINGH
MASTER OF SORCERY

Trinity College recently
mandated the use of "Frat·
Tracker," a new mobile application which will allow all of
your social interactions to be
monitored and analyzed like
never before. Much like the
unblinking Eye of Sauron
hovering high above Middle
Earth, FratTracker will allow
the administration to keep a
constant eye on the happenings of Vernon.
On the surface, FratTrack·
er may seem to be just your average social media platform.
The app actually boasts numerous useful features which
aid both the student looking
for events to attend and the
hosting organizations them·
selves. Everyone knows that
nothing signifies a good party
more than a long, unmoving
line in the front yard. Thanks
to FratTracker's innovative
new ticketing system which
requires each attendee to be
individually scanned in, even
a struggling house will be able
to maintain that desirable en-

tryway bottleneck. Furthermore, complete transparency
has never been so easy as it is
with FratTracker's ability to
look into the photos taken at
a party. After all, why would
any Trinity student have a
problem with an ongoing re·
cord of everything happening
in the parties they attend on
Friday nights?
Unfortunately, these use·

ful features are overshadowed
by a series of more sinister ad·
ditions that were uncovered
during a Tripod investigation.
Any texts, online activity and
other data transmitted from
a phone running the appli·
cation are transmitted and
stored on Trinity servers.
Most shockingly, the app can
even remotely activate the
microphone of the cell phone,

allowing background audio to
be listened to by a third ·party. Just as Bruce Wayne is
able to use the combined vo·
cal feed from Gotham City in
the seminal classic, "The Dark
Knight," an outside observer
could patch this background
together and analyze the so·
cial scene on any given night.
From soundtrack, to num ·
her of attendees, FratTrack·

er gives the administration
unprecedented access to the
goings·on behind the closed
doors of fraternities.
When pressed for informa ·
tion, the administration stuck
to their traditional amount of
secrecy, refusing to outright
confirm the claims but also do·
ing little to dispel them. How·
ever, after persisting prompting, one administrative Dean
did reveal the following: "Do
you know how hard it is to
find how which party is bump·
ing when you aren't even a
student? You go out every
night and wait in long cold
lines and most of the time,
you don't even get in until
the cool kids are getting out!
Now everything's even·ste·
vens. You kids can ask your
friends where the good time
is and I can confer with my
microphone crunching supercomputer." It was at this point
that the Dean was silenced
and removed from the audito·
rium by several armed secu·
rity guards although he was
later seen wearing a snapback
on Vernon trying to scalp tick·
ets to the White Party.

Jimmy Jones ushers in spring season back on campus
SEYMOUR BUTTZ '16
JONES' UNDERSTUDY

Wearing a bucket hat, Ha·
waiian shirt and Bermuda
shorts, former college presi ·
dent Jimmy Jones has been
relaxing on the Trinity College
quad for the better half of the
past week.
''Man I'll tell ya, nothing
beats quad season at Trinity."
Jones said. "There's nothing
I love more than sitting back
in the old beach chair, crack.in'

a cold Busch Light, and jamming to some good tunes."
Jones, who currently sits
as interim president of Sweet
Briar College in Virginia, has
taken what he calls "just a
couple personal days," to enjoy some rest and relaxation
on the Trinity quad. "Told the
wife I was going to an educators conference in Akron."
Laughed Jones as he poured
himself another 'l\visted Tea.
'Works every time," he added.
When asked about his

plans for the week, Jones ex·
plained that he is hoping to
"crush a few brews, play some
ultimate Frisbee and maybe see what's going on at the
Hall."
Despite a frigid 34 degree
weather in Hartford, Jones
has left the quad only to stock
up on beer, and sun tan lotion.
"The secret is to really get a
good lather going." Jones explained as he smeared Cop·
pertone SPF 15 across his
chest. "It's the first of the

season so I haven't really had
time to get a base," he added.
At press time, Jones was
seen asking a campus safety
officer to tape two forty-ounce
beer bottles to his hands. "I'm
gonna turn it up a notch,"
Jones remarked.
"Spring
break baby."
When asked about his departure from Trinity and his
current position at Sweet Briar, Jones commented, "The
only thing I don't miss about
Trinit is the ratio. Down at

Sweet Briar there are chicks
everywhere and I'll let you in
on a little secret. It's not actu·
ally an all girls school, I just
tinker with the acceptance
letters a little bit if you know
what I mean."
Jones was last seen stum ·
bling towards his old house
at the top of Vernon street,
the current residence of Trin·
ity president Joanne Berger-Sweeney, with a carton of
eggs and four rolls of toilet

COURTESY OF nationalgeograp 1c.com
Former President, Jimmy "El Jefe" Jones, returns to Trinity in better shape than when left - looks like Sweet Briar College kept him on his toes.
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Liepod Editorial
New Constitution Plaza will
enshrine campus fraternity
Students, alumni and
faculty alike have heard the
exciting news of Trinity College's recent purchase of 200
Constitution Plaza in scenic
Downtown Hartford. The
breaking announcement was
shared via the seldom-used
email service, so naturally everyone on campus dove right
in and read the text carefully.
The purchase was fairly re·
cent and comes in the wake of
several new announcements
and policy changes announced
by Trinity's fearless leader,
President Jimmy JoBes Jo·
anne Berger-Sweeney.
An anonymous source re·
vealed to the Tripod last week
that there is talk amongst the
faculty that the new building
will serve as a shrine to the
alums of St. Anthony's Hall,
a widely respected and much·
loved fraternity on campus
with a reputation for whole·
some campus-wide gatherings
that foster inclusion, diver·

sity, and camaraderie among
all types of students. Mem ·
bers come from all walks of
life and various socioeconomic
backgrounds, and are known
to serve delicious bowls of
mixed punch and tasty snacks
that look just like Tic·Tacs at
these festive parties.
The rumors of the shrine
plans come in the wake of our
anonymous source hearing a
rather suspicious conversa ·
tion between a St. Anthony's
Hall alum and the Presiden·
tial Cabinet. The exchange,
recorded on a cellphone, pro·
ceeds as follows: (Hall alum)
"I will give you two million
dollars to buy this building
and make it a shrine to the
Hall." (Presidential Cabinet
members, in unison): "Okay."
This riveting and heat·
ed conversation is just what
we expect from the admin·
istration as they make such
important decisions about
how to spend money gifted
by alums. A little known fact
about Trinity College's finan·
cial gifts is that nearly 99.9%

of them come from alums of
St. Anthony's Hall. Many of
these alums choose to send
their children to Trinity as
well, continuing the legacy
of fBeBeY scholarship started
by these fine individuals. It is
only fitting that these incredi·
ble people be immortalized and
worshipped by those who visit
the building. The brothers of St.
Anthony's Hall are well known
for their humility and integrity,
and everyone involved is said to
be very supportive of the new
plans to bring their contribu·
tions to light.
Everyone on campus is
anxiously awaiting the chance
to visit the popular building,
rumors are circulating about
its actual purpose, which has
not been announced as of yet.
Despite the complete and total
lack of information or general direction, we are all certain
that the school will spend its
money wisely and come forward with a totally legitimate
purpose for this new space. I
could not be more excited, personally!

P~
~ oiie: (.8·~0/~~7-2584
ax: (86Q) 297-:i361

The Llepod seeks to provide. the ~9'~~pinionap :'' , cold-hearted truths. We despise
everyone but ourselves. If you h~~ a~_dei;:~cy or sense of self-preservation, do i;iot
ever make eye contact with us, ever. We'oo not associate with mudbloods.

The Liepod is always looking to ward off evil individuals that
seek to "write."
If you know of any such low lives, kindly report them to us and
we will take care of them.

Please visit our website: www.commons.
trincoll.edu/liepod. Articles are under restricted acces. You can follow us on Twitter
@TheTrinLiepod, but we wont follow you
back.

COURTESY OF only legal photographer of the constitution plaza
The Constitution Plaza was purchased under suspicious circumstances but the plans are delightful!

Exclusivity of graffiti in men's bathrooms reveals gender disparity
RUTH BADER GINSBERG
patron of graffiti art

lege, then I don't know what is.
Over the span of the years
that I have spent at Trinity, I
Trinity was an all-men's have enjoyed what I considered
college until the late 60s. While my 'privileged access' to the
admitting female students graffiti on the various desks
was the most symbolic act the of the classrooms in McCook,
school ever made to showcase and LSC. Of course I now know
its gender equality, amongst that my access was not actual·
other subsequent activities, ly privileged· it was the same
it has come to my attention that everyone had. But as they
that all of this has been a mere say, 'ignorance is bliss.' Now
fac;ade. How you may ask? Fe· that I realize that what I have
male students in the college, access to is only a small portion
over the years have consis· of all the graffiti that our school
tently been deprived access to contains, I am furious. I have
something that remains exclu· often overheard, and been told
sive to men. Bathroom graffiti. by my male friends, of all the
Basically this is public art in graffiti art in the men's bathmen's bathrooms that abso· rooms, in the dorm buildings,
lutely cannot be enjoyed by the in the academic buildings,
female minority. Since when most popularly in the library. I
has 'public' art been allowed have heard and been mystified
to be exclusive? If this isn't by all the descriptions of the
enough evidence of the exist· various humorous, satirical,
ing gender disparity in our col- and aesthetic pieces that I will

never have a chance to see in
real life. You may argue that
we have access to the graffiti in
women's bathrooms, but wornen do not make art in exclusive
spaces. Our graffiti is accessi·
ble to all, and therefore it does
not exist in our bathrooms. If
we were to break into a men's
bathroom, only for its art· we
would be labeled all sorts of
things. So what can we do? I'm
afraid, I don't know. Sadly, we
may remain in the dark when
it comes to a portion of the public artwork at Trinity, forever.
We just have to live with this
bleak reality.
Yes, graffiti is more often
considered to be vandalism,
but arguably, it is art, and the
most communal form of art
that makes a statement. The
essence of graffiti art lies in its
innately public nature (think
about works by Banksy, and

the likes), but it seems that
some individuals on our cam·
pus believe that the only worthy public audience consists of
men. As you can now see, the
unequal access to our school's
public art, unravels a much

larger problem that I'm pretty
sure will never be addressed.
We do have a female president.
But does she have access to the
graffiti in the various men's
bathrooms on campus? I don't
think so.
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COURTESY OF some privileged male
Lion King inspired graffiti in a men's bathroom in the library.
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AASN.s "Voices of North Korea" event raises awareness
PRESTON CAREY '15
STAFF WRITER

On Saturday in Mather
Hall's Washington Room for
the better part of an afternoon, Trinity College's Asian
American Student Association (AASA) held its ''Voices
of North Korea" conference of
2015. According to AASN.s website, the purpose of the event
was to examine North Korea
and North Korean issues, a
topic that needs to be further
discussed in today's world. The
event additionally sought to
raise awareness for North Korean refugees in collaboration
with Emancipate North Koreans (ENoK), a Chicago based
organization that helps North
Korean refugees acclimate to
American Culture.
The event kicked off at 1
p.m. with a brief introduction
and overview from Saida Harpi
'15, president of AASA, who for
the past year studied at Yonsei University in Seoul, South

,.
COURTESY OF en.wikipedia.org
The border between North and South Korea is marked by a Demilitarized Zone which acts as a buffer.
Korea. She expressed AASN.s in East Asian Studies from the
Kwak asked students to
hope that the conference would University of Chicago as well "look at the historical context,"
"subdue rumors, dispel myths, as a PhD in East Asian Studies insisting that a "tremendous
and pique curiosities." Next, from Harvard, and is currently amount of ignorance" exists
Professor Tae Yang Kwak deliv- teaching at Ramapo College in in the dialogue on North and
ered the event's keynote speech New Jersey. He has published South Korea regarding the naon current affairs in the Kore- numerous articles in English ture of war and conflict. The
an peninsula and throughout and Korean and has translat- problem begins, Kwak argued,
world, additionally addressing ed works of Korean poetry. He with the popular American inthe question of unifying the two spoke charismatically and in terpretation of the events of
Koreas. Kwak earned his B.A. depth about the issues facing World War II, specifically the
idea that dropping a nuclear
in Mathematics and a Master's the two divided nations.

weapon can end a war. According to Kwak, ''bombing alone
will never produce a demoralized enemy willing to surrender." He added that nuclear
bombing specifically would never produce "compellence value,"
that is, the reversal or cessation
of an enemy action through the
application of punishment. The
American "myth" surrounding
World War II, Kwak argued,
views the Japanese as "irrational, emperor worshiping
fanatics ready to fight to the
death until awesome nuclear
power compelled them to surrender." People, Kwak insisted,
have never cowed in the face of
bombing. Bombing did not compel the North Koreans to surrender, Kwak argued, the same
way 9/11 did not make Americans "lie down in fear." Kwak
then moved to an overview of
relations with North Korea.
Kwak
posited
that
American
foreign
policy
see AASA on page 5

Men's Hockey breaks out late WGRAC lecture dicuss•
to Wlll
N CAA Championship es three social issues
•

SAMANTHA BEATI '17
STAFF WRITER

It was an exciting Saturday night to be a Bantam,
a sentiment that resonat·
ed across campus when the
Men's Hockey Team won
their first ever National
Championship. Trinity College Athletic Director Michael Renwick echoed the
excitement after the game

saying that, "the historic
accomplishment this past
weekend could not embody
more fully what it means to
be a Bantam." After finish·
ing the season as the leader
of the NESCAC, they gained
an at-large bid in the NCAA
Men's Hockey Division III
Tournament and were able
to advance to their first ever
championship game. After
missing a bid in the 2014

Tournament, the Bantams
were fired up and ready to
play aggressively throughout the tournament to claim
the win. The Championship
game was held at Ridder
Arena in Minneapolis, Min·
nesota. The Bantams played
the University of Wiscon·
sin-Stevens Point team, who
finished the season with a re·
see HOCKEY on page 9

COURTESY OF courant.com
Trinity College Men's Hockey team secures its first-ever national championship title.

CAROLINE FEENEY '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

On Thursday Mar. 26,
the Women and Gender
Resource Action Center
(abbreviated
WGRAC)
hosted a common hour
talk titled "Ferguson,
Fracking
and
Femi·
nism." Laura Lockwood,
the director of WGRAC,
organized the event and
invited Camila Ibanez
as a keynote speaker. At
first glance, these issues
seem unrelated, but as
Audre Lorde, a worn·
en's rights activist said,
"there is no such thing
as a single issue strug·
gle because we do not
live single-issue lives."
Lockwood began the
event by thanking ev·
eryone for coming and
introduced Bishop John
Selders, the moderator
for the discussion por·
tion of the event. Bishop
Selders introduced the
event and the student
panelists that would be
speaking and leading the
discussion. In doing so, he
created a very welcoming
atmosphere for attendees.

Mariah
Wachtman,
a member of the senior
class, was the first of the
three panelists to speak.
Wachtman is interested
in a term called "Ecofem inism." Ecofeminism is a
difficult term to define,
but it can be described
as the movements and
philosophies connecting
feminism and ecology.
Ecofeminists believe that
the oppression of women
and the destruction of na ture are fundamentally
connected. Environmen ·
tal efforts are therefore
integral with work to
overcome the oppression
of women. As Wachtman
put it, "you mess with the
environment, you mess
with women." Women
often have an intimate
relationship with nature
and rely on it for their
livelihood.
Frequently,
women are the ones that
first notice ramifications
as a result of environmen·
tal degradation caused
b y fracking and are un ·
derstandably concerned
for the health and wellsee FERGUSON on page 6
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The number of Americans with a chronic disease
that requires at least one
medication, such as heart
disease and diabetes, is
expected to grow to 15 7
million by 2020. As these
numbers rise, so does
the need to address the
prevalence of medication
non-adherence, which is
already estimated to cost
between $100 billion and
$289 billion and 125,000
lives annually.
A new study from the
University of Pittsburgh,
named the Pennsylvania
Project, used the expertise and accessibility of
community pharmacists
to improve medication adherence. The results, published Aug. 4 in the health
policy journal Health Affairs, suggested adherence
ultimately lowers health
care costs through reduction of ER and hospital
visits.
Jesse McCullough, director of field clinical services at Rite Aid Corp. who
holds a doctor of pharma cy degree, said non-adherence is also due to the
"silent state" of certain
chronic diseases. ''You may
not feel like you have the
symptoms all the time you may not feel your high
blood pressure all day even
if you have i t - so because
those conditions are silent,
you don't really know if
you're OK until something
bad happens."

When something bad
does happen, the price tag
of a visit to the emergency
room is often more expen sive than the one on the
script pad. "The congressional budget office did
a scoring of adherence,"
said Mr. Stolpe, "if you im proved it by just 1 percent
across 50 million Medicare
patients, you can lower
the cost to the federal government by $1. 5 billion.
That's including the medication cost."
Non-adherence raises
the risk for mortality from
12 to 25 percent in statins
and 50 to 80 percent in
cardioprotective medications.
To assess medication
adherence,
researchers
calculated the proportion
of days covered for the in tervention year, 2011, and
also 2010, to be used as a
benchmark. They used a
PCD of 80 percent, meaning medication was taken
at least 80 percent of the
expected period, the min imal dosage required to
achieve the desired clinical outcome.
PCD80 rates for all
five medications in the
SBI group exhibited statistically significant im provements in adherence
compared to 111 control
pharmacies that didn't
use SBI. Annual health
care costs of SBI patients
dropped by $341 for those
taking oral diabetes drugs

and $241 for those taking
statins. "Costs dropped for
every member," said Ms.
Pringle, "it was largely
driven by use of departments and hospitals."
Pharmacists also had
access to a monthly cloud·
based report card which
monitored and compared
adherence of their patient
population to other pharmacies in the area. "The
use of these report cards is
evolving in the health care
system as a whole," said
Ms. Burns. "They provide
the heath care provider
with a summary of how
the patient population is
doing."
"As an industry, pharmacies are looking at
how they can improve
adherence," said Mr. Mc·
Cullough, "at Rite Aid we
are already doing some
things based on what we
learned from this study."
While medication ad·
herence may seem like a
trivial problem, it comes
with a high cost. Simply
reducing the instances
of non-adherence would
greatly benefit our soci·
ety by lowering the cost
to healthcare. This is a
reminder that while we
think of health as a personal and indivualized
concern, it somtimes can
have reprecussions on so·
ciety as a whole.

-CCSN

Responses to band member quitting reveal dangers of fandom
On Mar 25, Zayn Malik, a
member of leading boy band,
'One Direction,' announced
that he would be quitting
the group to fulfill his desire
to live as a "normal 22 year·
old who is able to relax and
have some private time out
of the spotlight." While this
already reiterates the kind
of pressure that is placed
upon a 'celebrity,' that he
should want a 'normal' life,
the responses of the thou·
sands of fans to his decision
have been extremely disturbing.
Malik's departure from
the band caused a lot of
shock to 'One Direction'
fans, the majority of whom
consist, according to various
news reports, of females be·
tween the age groups of 12·
20. This shock became strik·
ingly expressed through a

variety of photographs up·
loaded on twitter that depict·
ed fans cutting their wrists
or inflicting some sort of pain
upon themselves to show
their disapproval of Malik's
decision. This action became
collective, through the trending hashtag ''#cut4Zayn."
Fans justified it as a way to
physically manifest the emotional pain they felt in regard
to Malik's split up from the
band. Reportedly, there have
also been at least six suicides
attributed to the same. To a
certain extent it is normal
and healthy to grieve when
faced with sad news. In this
situation, however, fandom
manifested through a dan ·
gerous form of grief is not at
all as innocent, or somewhat
funny as it can otherwise
come across to be.
It is in fact, quite trag·

ic that individuals consider
taking their lives or physically harming themselves for
reasons that are particularly
as shallow as this. The phe·
nomenom of the 'celebrity'
itself is the underlying cause
for this. The same phenomenon that drove Malik to quit
the band, is also the factor
that has pushed people to
channel their obsession in an
unhealthy manner. Who is to
blame, here? I feel sorry for
Malik, who has to bear the
personal guilt of such acts
occuring in his name. Yet,
the fans themselves cannot
be blamed as they aren't en·
tirely guilty either. It is the
very construct of the celebrity, as more than human, and
something to idolize that, in
my opinion, appears dangerous, especially through this
example.

There have been plenty of
instances where crazed fans,
driven by obsessions have
commited self-harming acts.
Bjork's 1996 stalker, who
sent her a letter bomb and
also took his own life, docu ·
menting it in a video diary
stands as an extreme exam·
ple for such incidents.
Ultimately, the way celebrities are idolized, stems
from the amount of attention
given to their personal lives,
which is a bit oppressive. Not
only does it victimize the ce·
lebrity for every human error
that they make, but it also
generates unrealistic and
far-fetched sterotypes, preju·
dices and expectations. Fans
who by virtue of media, learn
to monitor every move a ce·
lebrity apparently makes,
often become more involved
in their personal lives than

their artwork. I think it is
important for this distinction
to remain respected, to the
extent that it can be. Celebri·
ties ultimately are as human
as we are, and are driven by
the same insticts. It is our so·
ciety's habit of isolating them
that becomes dangerous for
both· them and us.
Modern media can be
held responsible for creating
both the celebrity, as well
as the consequent fan. Both
arguably become the victims·
such as in the Zain Malik
situation. It is however, up to
us to become more conscious
of the choices we make, the
people we choose to idolize,
and to determine the level
of attachment we imagina·
tively sense to someone or
something that we don't even
personally know.

-PS

OPINION
An open letter to the Trinity College men's basketball team
MAZIN KHALIL '15
CONTRIBUTING WRJTER

as a result of not finding
their place here. I came
to Trinity from a school
in Brooklyn, N. Y, which
was approximately 90%
Caribbean. The rest of the
student population was
a mixture of Asians, Hispanics and Russians. After having come from such
a diverse place to Trinity,
I felt overwhelmed. I felt
essentially how Timmy
Turner from the show
"The Fairly Odd Parents"
felt when he wished that
everyone were a grey blob.
This was because I felt
that there was a culture
here that I could not understand, one that I was
not a part of and one that
I could not be a part of. I
felt out of place and that
I couldn't find my niche.
I felt that way for such a
long time and this feeling
of isolation is something
no one likes to experience.
This could have been due
to many reasons, ranging from people not being
quite so friendly here (the
lack of acknowledgements

Dear Members of the
Trinity College Men's Basketball Team,
I know some, if not
most, of you all personally.
I say hi to you guys in passing, and in classes, and
cheer you guys on at your
games. During my four
years here, I have been
to most, if not all, of your
home games. I've been
there when you guys have
had a winning season, and
I've been there when you
guys have had a less successful season. This may
seem odd to some people,
and completely normal
to others. The reason for
this, and also the reason
why I'm writing this letter are much deeper, your
team has helped me find
my place here.
I said it would sound
odd, but this letter has
become more needed, especially now with talks
amongst
underclassmen about transferring

on the Long Walk, as an
example) to ostracizing
anything different from
the Trinity mold.
When I went to the
basketball games that
feeling changed, I felt
what it's like to be a small
part of something that
serves a greater purpose.
It's the fact that I was still
able to find a sense of com rade, and shared a desire
for our team to win and a
general love of the sport
with people I've never
seen before. At that point,
I began to feel at home. In
my particular case, I realized I had felt that I was
out of place because I had
not quite immersed myself
into Trinity. That changed
once I realized and knew
that I could come to your
games and feel that Bantam Pride that I had so
desperately wanted to
feel. I felt that I could be
there cheering you guys
on and feeling school spirit. I didn't realize how
important that was until
you guys played Wesleyan

in the NESCAC tournament. I saw the Wesleyan crowd, who made ours
look diminutive in size
and how happy and jovial
they were, because they
were all together feeling
that Wesleyan pride together. Then it clicked
even more when you guys
played at Babson against
both Bates and Babson.
Yes, both crowds were
bigger than ours, but the
rallying from our fans was
so amazing. It felt great to
be part of something like
that.
You guys have had
such a phenomenal season. Your team has come
a long way from the first
two games of the season
to where you are now.
I'm very grateful for the
heart and soul you all
have shown in each and
every game. You've played
through injuries, you've
come back and cut the
lead after being down 30
in the half against Salem
State, you've even fought
back and taken the lead

against Colby-Sawyer in
the first game of the NCAA
tournament. As athletes,
it isn't always apparent
what you guys do for the
school. You play with the
name "Trinity" on your
jerseys, and yes you "represent" the school. But
more so, for me, you've
come to represent the stu dent body and produced
a place for someone who
had trouble finding one
during their time here. As
athletes, you are capable
of becoming the glue for
the student body, and in
my opinion and from my
perspective, this particu lar team along with several others, have been able
to do that.
I want to thank the
team again for being a
great group of guys and
for allowing me to cheer
and in doing so, feel at
home. As a senior, I'm
glad I was able to feel that
Bantam pride, regardless
of when it happened, and
it was all because of your
team.
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A reaction to the Kabul riot murder incident
SHEILA NJAU '17
STAFF WRITER

On Mar 19, 2015, a
woman was beaten to
death in Kabul after
she made statements
to a man who was selling amulets at a shrine.
These statements turned
into an argument, an argument that led to her
death. While it remains
unclear exactly how this
came about, the 27-year
old woman, Farkhunda,
was accused of burning
pages of the Quran. This
act is considered a grave
wrongdoing in numerous
religious sects. Farkhunda, who had a degree in
religious studies, was
beaten by a mob, pushed
off a roof, and run over by
a car.After all this, her at·
tackers set her on fire and
threw her into the Kabul
River. Farkhunda had
only been trying to tell
the man to stop selling
false artifacts, and she
paid for it with her life.
What makes the situation
worse is that those who
witnessed this atrocity oc·
curring did nothing to aid

Farkhunda. I am trying
not to judge too harshly
because I was not there at
the time to observe what
could have prevented others from helping her, but
I remain horrified. This
woman wasn't just beaten
to death, she was dehumanized and the fact that
they thought to finish the
atrocity by setting her on
fire is incomprehensible.
Accounts from a man
who was there that day
said that during Farkhunda's argument with the
man about the amulets,
she threw pages of the
Quran into the fire and
that is what caused the
mob to begin beating her.
It also seems that police
officers tried to control
the crowd, but were un able to. At one point, they
were able to get Farkhunda to a place of safety, but
she was taken again by
the crowd of attackers.
Additionally, there were
claims that Farkhunda
was mentally ill. Later, it
turned out that there was
no evidence that could be
found which proved that
Farkhunda had burned

pages of the Quran. So
an innocent woman was
killed based upon unsubstantiated charges. There
is no proof that Farkhun ·
da was mentally unsta ble, not that such a fact
would justify any of the
behavior took place. This
just goes to show how aw·
ful this attack was.
As I sit here and think,
I struggle to wrap my
head around this sense·
less tragedy. What makes
this hard to understand is
the fact that as much as
we want to believe that
we have made so much
progress forward, the
truth is that maybe things
haven't really changed
that much and that maybe they never really will
change. What does that
say about human prog·
ress? Does the fact that
people took videos as she
was being murdered say
something about the pro·
gression? I understand
the need to have evidence
to be able to prosecute the
perpetrators, but it's still
hard to swallow that her
suffering was captured
on these videos. As she

begged for mercy, as she
stated that she had done
nothing wrong, people
stood by watching and did
so until she took her last
breath.
Over 18 people have
been arrested over the
murder and 13 police·
men have been suspended over the lack of action.
While it is good that some
kind of action has been
taken against this vicious
attack, it will never be
able to erase the events
that took place that day.
I do think, however,
that the women carry·
ing Farkhunda's coffin
on the day of her funeral rather than the men
was beautiful because in
their own way they were
showing their outrage
over her death. Now, with
the protests going on, it
is somehow gratifying to
know her death will not
go unnoticed, it is gratifying to know that people
care and are willing to
fight for her. That will to
fight is something I wish
had surfaced when she
was attacked, ran over by
a car, or even as she was

set on fire. Unfortunately,
these actions were done
and cannot be changed.
All that others can do at
this point is try to make
sure that it does not hap·
pen to another innocent
person.
What was done to
Farkhunda was terrible.
It was unjust and merci·
less. Again, I try not to be
harsh, but I find it hard
to accept that one's beliefs
should ever justify such
an act. The worst thing
of all is how something
like this can be brought
about by many reasons.
In many areas similar to
Kabul, these kinds of violent attacks on women
and minorities are not
uncommon. Often, they
go unpunished by the au·
thorities, who should be
responsible for promoting
progress toward a safer
culture. I don't even know
what to say that doesn't
sound trivial in the face of
her death. All I can say is
that I hope that Farkhunda has peace and that she
knows that people will
continue to fight against
her unjust death.

Woodrow Wilson's foreign policy contains a dark side
AUSTIN DUEBL '18
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

For decades, U.S. foreign policy has regarded
war with the Russian
Federation as one of, if
not the most, unfortu nate event to befall both
the U .S. and the world.
However, we have been at
war with Russia before.
No, not because of some
fluke during the Cold
War or a declaration of
war against Hitler's ally
in the early years of the
Second World War but a
properly sanctioned one
from 1918 to 1920. Yes,
even in 1918 and before,
the leading country of
the free world was invading countries to spread
freedom and democracy.
President Woodrow Wilson stood at the forefront
of this spread of democra cy, and he placed full, unwavering support behind
those who he knew would
uphold liberty and free·
dom; the autocratic, corrupt, and oppressive Tsa ·
rist regime of Russia. For
those who know about
Wilson, this must seem
like a minor exception
to his purely democrat·
ic views, as he is credited with the idea of the
League of Nations, the

United Nation's doomed
predecessor, and a key
figure of International
Relations' Liberalism. A
little known fact is that
he also is held responsi·
ble for the rise of the in·
famous dictators Batista,
the Duvaliers, the Somozas, and Trujillo.
Why is this not widely known? Why do most
only know Wilson as the
first Liberal, and not
as a dictator-support·
ing, voracious white su·
premacist? As historian
James Loewen argues, it
is because of blind heroi·
fl.cation, a process that
"[turns] flesh-and-blood
individuals into pious,
perfect creatures without
conflicts, pain, credibility,
or human interest." With
the assumption that you
have been subjected to
this heroification as I
have, I shall spare you
the merits of Wilson's
Fourteen Points, wom ·
en's suffrage sentiment,
etc., and get straight on
to some good old bashing that you can throw
at your professors when
they say Wilson was a
true proponent of IR Lib eralism and world democracy.
As early as 1917, a
year before American

boots hit Russian soil,
Wilson was sending the
White Russians secret
monetary aid. Not only
did this secret money flow
completely fail, as the ex·
peditionary force did, but
it would also mark the
beginning of hostile sen timent between Russia
and the Western powers.
This was because the
expeditionary force pro·
longed the Russian Civil
War, made it considerably
more bloody and destructive, and gave the Bolsheviks undeniable proof
that the West had always meant to crush the
USSR's socialist experiment. Moreover, it would
only be after the collapse
of the Soviet Union that
Russian demands for rep·
aration payments for the
1918-1920 fiasco finally
silenced.
The rights laid out by
the League of Nations,
notably the one to self-determination, were sup·
posed to be ones respect·
ed with few exceptions.
Ironically, Wilson would
be the one to make this
unchanging right the
most unreliable. When
Ho Chi Minh came to
Versailles to petition for
Indochina's freedom, for
example, the President

refused to listen. That
wasn't all - Wilson would
also do the most to suppress the right in Latin
America and virtually
subjugate countries to
the invisible strings of
the great American puppet master.
Under Wilson's leadership, not Congress', the
US landed troops in Mexico in 1914, Haiti in 1915,
the Dominican Republic
and Mexico (again) m
1916, nine more times in
Mexico after that, Cuba
in 1917, and Panama in
1918. Historians sympa ·
thetic to Wilson like to
shift the blame to Congress, claiming Wilson
was hamstrung in office,
but this was not the case.
Wilson's order for the
1914 invasion of Mexico
outraged both the American public and Congress.
The U.S. would rewrite
Haiti's constitution to
make it less democratic,
force the election of the
United States' favoured
Haitian Presidential can·
didate, and engage in the
"indiscriminate killing of
natives" during the Haitian anti-American re·
volt in 1919. Haiti would
not be the last, unfortu nately. Throughout his
presidency, Wilson kept

troops in Nicaragua to
influence the president
of that country, too, and
make sure she committed
to policies preferential to
the US. Perhaps when
you think of working with
charities helping in Latin
America, you'll think of
America's role in setting
up the extractive, corrupt institutions that so
plague the region.
As Loewen has revealed, there is a stun ning lack of information
and whitewashing when
it comes to Wilson's policies. If it weren't for blind
worship and reverence,
where we make Wilson
into a two-dimensional
champion of democracy,
I wouldn't be writing this
article as war with Russia
would be common knowledge. Writers seem to
fear including the 'warts'
of characters, as Oliver
Crom well so famously
put, as these would put
a stain their otherwise
immaculate careers. In
truth, it makes some peo·
ple's achievements, like
the Communist Helen
Keller's (we'll talk about
that another time), less
remarkable, and not·so·
great people like Wilson
to be champions of values
they failed to practice.

NEWS
Ambassador lectures on Brazil's international standing
HENRY CHAVEZ '17
CONTRIBUTING WRJTER

On Mar. 26 several academ ·
ic departments sponsored a dis·
cussion about Brazil in the 21st
century lead by Ambassador
Samuel Pinheiro Guimaraes.
Ambassador Guimaraes is a
Professor of International Af·
fairs at the Rio Branco Institute
and the former Brazilian High
Representative to MERCOSUL
("Mercado Comun del Sur" or
"Southern Common Market"),
a free trade agreement be·
tween several South American
countries. However, his career
history does not end there. Gui·
maraes is one of the world's
leading thinkers on Brazilian
foreign relations. He was Sec·
retary·General (Vice· Minister
of State) of Brazil's Department
of External Relations from
2003·2009, as well as Minister
of State for Strategic Affairs
from 2009·2010. He is also the
author of numerous books and

articles about foreign affairs,
including "500 Years on the
Periphery and Brazilian Chal·
lenges in the Age of the Giants."
Guimaraes' writing earned
him the Juca Pato Prize from
the Union of Brazilian Writers
for the Best Book of the Year.
Overall, his scholarly work
has provided his country and
the international community
with important insight into.
the eco·political development
of Brazil. Comparatively, Gui·
maraes' role resembles that
of the leaders of the North
American Free Trade Agree·
ment (NAFTA). The discussion
he lead undoubtedly involved
strong rhetoric that challenged
yet informed the audience.
He began by clarifying to
everyone that Brazil plays a
pivotal role in the world with
its emerging national econo·
my. To put Brazil further into
geographical and demographic
perspective, it makes up 40 per
cent of the geographic land and

50 per cent of the total popula·
tion of South America. If Alas·
ka were to be excluded from the
U.S., Brazil would be bigger
in territory. In few words, ac·
cording to Guimaraes "Brazil's
large population and territory
gives it an influential position."
Perhaps what distinguish·
es the nation most is the fact
that 80 per cent of its citizens
live in cities or urban environ·
ments. This statistic strongly
affects Brazil socially, politically and economically today.
The
lecture
primarily
touched upon the major fac·
tors that are contributing to
Brazil's growing economy such
as plane industrialization, hy·
dro dams, and services. Un·
fortunately, Guimaraes only
skimmed the surface of some
of the internal crises the coun·
try faces such as the millions
of Brazilians who live in slums
referred to as favelas. From
questions asked by the audi·
ence, it became apparent that,

while Brazil is experiencing
economic growth, numerous
important issues are partial·
ly or entirely out of the public
consciousness. This trend is re·
fleeted by the rapid rural-to·ur
ban migration and poor urban
planning that Brazil is expe·
riencing difficulty managing.
Despite the fact that Gui·
maraes has a well rounded
background of Brazil with foreign relations, his talk lacked
nuanced discussion about
Brazil and the 21st century.
From a diplomatic perspec·
tive, he took the approach of
accurately highlighting broad
topics. From a student per
spective, however, it was dif·
ficult to make a solid connec·
tion with the event's theme.
Nonetheless, the speech left
the audience with several key
points. One, every country is
inherently different from one
another because of geographic
location. Two, the internation·
al community has to respect

this geographic diversity in
addition to each country's pol·
itics and culture. And last but
not least, it is important for
similar countries to have alliances and that countries that
are excluded from them to be
understanding and observant
that it is in favor of both sides.
Though the talk may have
been difficult for Trinity stu·
dents to relate to and learn
cogent information from , the
perspective that Ambassador
Guimaraes provided was valu·
able. Trinity students were tru·
ly lucky to have had the oppor·
tunity to learn a little bit about
a seemingly esoteric topic that
in fact has considerable signif·
icance and bearing on interna·
tional politics, as well as on the
Brazilian government and peo·
ple. The students at the lecture
now have a better understand·
ing of South America's largest
and fastest·rising power, an
invaluable asset to being an
informed citizen of the world.

AASA hosts evocative"Voices of North Korea" lecture
continued from page 1
has stigmatized and isolated
North Korea to the point of
complete intransigence. This
has much to do with the U.S.
refusing any substantive talks
until North Korea's nuclear
program ends. North Korea,
Kwak suggested, does not have
wealth or sophisticated rela ·
tionships with other countries.
It had furthermore vehemently
denied having a nuclear weap·
ons program until America's
"unilateral pre·emptive strike"
on Iraq in 2003, two weeks af·
ter which it was "fumbling over
itself," to announce that they
had 5 nuclear warheads, "as
a means to deter [American]
invasion." The present road·
block and unilateral demand
that North Korea give up its
weapons, Kwak claimed, are
"not constructive," adding that
we have been squandering the
opportunity over decades to act
as mediator between the North
and South. Furthermore, be·
cause we have no long·term
strategy with respect to North
Korea we find ourselves "rein·
venting the wheel" every few
years.
The other issue, Kwak insist·
ed, involves the United States'
public characterization of
North Korea, reflecting on the
spotted history between the
two countries. Frequent spec·
ulation that North Korea will
collapse, evinced by an Econo·
mist article featuring Korea as
a "headless state," views North
Koreans as irrational and thus
bungles negotiating opportuni·
ties. Kwak referenced a visit by
U.S. Ambassador Robert Gal·

lucci, who, after extended ne·
gotiations walked away with a
"framework" that did not admit
production of nuclear weapons
but demanded aid package in
the form of crude oil and reac·
tors. Even this arrangement
failed because congress want·
ed assurance that the nucle·
ar program would end. Kwak
pointed out how North Korea
was seen as threat to the world
m 1994. Speculation about
North Korea's holding nuclear
weapons during this time was
rife. Near war, he claimed, be·
came averted only because of
the "national circus" surround·
ing O.J. Simpson's trial.
Kwak insisted that to truly
decipher North Korea's com·
plex national identity and re·
lationship with the rest of the
world, we must "look further
and further into the past,"
specifically, the Korean war.
Kwak observed that every sue·
cessful imperialist manages to
divide and conquer a nation to
exploit its people and harvest
its resources. Thus, every im ·
perial conquest divides a na ·
tion. We should not be here,
Kwak claimed, "to argue which
nationalistic vision [North or
South Korea's] is better." All
post·colonial societies fear cola·
nization, Kwak suggested, and
that is the reason why North
Korea has endured for so long.
He described the country as
having a "siege mentality,"
where every crisis, real or fabricated, is an existential crisis.
To elaborate on his theory,
Kwak proposed a hypothesis
that conflict between NK and
SK did not necessarily have to
be violent. He relayed the fact

that even during invasion of
South Korea there was no as·
surance that U.S. would intervene. With U.S. intervention
and the Cold War beginning,
Kwak explained, Korea was
not allowed to have its civil
conflict. At the time the issue
of U.S. invasion was hotly debated with the possibility that
South Korea would fall. Kwak
asked the audience, ''What if
that happened?" Kwak sug·
gested that, had the United
States not intervened, the Ko·
rean peninsula would have
been unified under commu ·
nist government and would
have been similar to Vietnam
in 1975. Following up on this
example, Kwak pointed out
that while civil rights policy
in many communist countries
hasn't necessarily liberalized,
every communist country has
become more economically liberal than North Korea.
In
conclusion,
Kwak
showed that in the history of
the Republic of Korea and the
DPRK, both the two Koreas,
like a house of cards, have been
built against each other. Kwak
observed that in 1972 secret
negotiations had happened and
reunification of the two nations
was "imminent." The heads of
state of each country suggest·
ed that in order to finalize re·
unification, all they needed
was special executive power
to push it through, and a new
const itution. South Korea's
president became elected by
100-member committee elected
by the president. North Korea's
leader was granted "extraordi·
nary authoritarian powers."
Thus, he claimed, "the excesses

of the two Koreas are because
of this division system."
All the preceding inform a·
tion and more was delivered
m Kwak's keynote address
alone. After the address, three
hour·long workshops occurred
in Mather simultaneously, re·
peated one time each. In one
room, Trinity College Risto·
ry Professor Jeffrey Bayliss
brought his considerable ex·
pertise to bear in a lecture
and Q&A session on the status
of North Korean refugees in
modern Japan, replete with
decades of historical context
regarding the fraught relation·
ship between both Koreas and
the Japanese nation. In anoth·
er workshop Kwak built on the
arguments and viewpoints out·
lined in his keynote address,
and was received favorably by
the student audience for his
tremendous insight regarding
international affairs. In yet
another workshop the organi·
zation Liberty in North Korea
(LiNK) presented their work
on a new initiative that will,
"give millions of people the
opportunity to send a person·
al message of support to the
North Korean people." Dinner
was also served to the attend·
ees, with Korean options in·
eluding Kimchi and Seafood
pancakes. The most impactful
event, however, may have been
the last.
To conclude the conference,
Andrew Hong, older brother
of Dan Hong '15, introduced
himself at the podium. Andrew
explained his extensive work
with ENoK, and its mission
to "emancipate, embrace, and
empower" North Koreans, in

part by breaking down barri ·
ers through social activities
and events. ENoK approaches
people receiving services on
the same level, as friends and
family members, teachers and
sponsors. ENoK runs two pro·
grams, one called "Real-Pal", a
mentorship program for North
Korean defectors who become
matched with volunteers. An·
other, started four years ago,
is called "Empower House." As
part of that program defectors
gathered from across the U.S.
meet in a given location in a
kind of boarding house. He
added, "there are a lot of things
that emigrants can take ad·
vantage of but are not aware ."
The First North Koreans,
Hong explained, came here in
2006. They received refugee
status from the State Depart·
ment. Many were initially here
illegally and now, some have
become U.S. citizens. As part
of its work ENoK has helped
provide immigration materials
and other assistance to these
refugees.
ENoK, Hong explained, had
started communication with
AASA last fall. AASA asked
if refugees for whom services
were provided through ENoK
could attend the conference,
which had seemed then like
an unlikely possibility. Andrew
then introduced a young worn·
an named Grace, whom he explained was among the North
Korean refugees living here in
the U.S. To a rapt audience,
Grace shared in Korean the
story of her flight from North
Korea and arrival in America.
Andrew Hong provided trans·
lation.
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"Ferguson, Fracking and Feminism" Lectures connects issues
continued from page 1
being of their families.
The second of the pan·
elists to speak was Ibanez,
a self described organizer,
educator, and artist from
Brooklyn. Ibanez began
by thanking her ancestors and giving a little bit
of background on herself.
Then, she defined a few
terms. This was necessary because people often
forget the true meaning
behind these important
concepts, which can lead
to confusion. Ibanez defined feminism as "all-inclusive" and climate justice as "achieving real
justice for the climate by
looking at the real causes:
capitalism, colonialism,
white supremacy." Ibanez
then brought the three
seemingly different topics together with greater
clarity. As a result, it became very clear what the
intention of the lecture
and what Ibanez had to
say. According to Ibanez,
Ferguson is a community
that is rightfully angry,
having been painted m
a negative light, and has
been affected by violent
milita r izat ion. Feminism
is a response to women
being oppressed by such

militarization
violent
and tries to raise awareness of the fact that black
women are imprisoned
more than white women
and men. Lastly, the topic of £racking is destroying an environment that
is most heavily affecting
women who as Wachtman
said, are the closest to the
earth, and more connected to the earth. Black and
indigenous women often
live in the poorest areas,
which are disproportion ally affected by £racking.
Ibanez gave examples of
instances where these
women tried to stand up
for the environment and
were combated by the
police, who so often act
as an instrument of the
aforementioned
violent
militarization.There were
countless examples of this
violence that has been
overlooked for so long,
that it is no surprise, according to speakers, that
this is finally coming out
into the public forum with
such intense emotions
on the behalf of those
that have been affected.
Clearly, militarization
is the point of intersection
between the three. One of
Laura Lockwood's stated
goals for the event was

to teach listeners how to
build a movement in response to these injustices.
This became a very im portant, worthwhile idea
as it was implemented.
This was considered as
visitors of Ferguson did
not know what to anticipate once they arrived at
the sight of such controversial events. One can
only agree with this statement. Ibanez said that
in order to build, people
must first acknowledge
the truths of the injustices and make connections at the intersections
she previously discussed.
Next, events must be organized to build relationships and hear stories so
that names can be put to
faces, and ultimately the
organizations can take action to weaken the foun dations that perpetuate
these injustices. As a consequence, it will be easier
for people to coexist even
with their differences.
Shanice Hinkson, a
senior at Trinity, was the
third panelist to speak.
Just as with previous
speakers, Hinckson stated clearly and concisely
what the goal of the lecture when she shared her
own perspective. She is

one of a group of Trinity students who visited
Ferguson over spring
break. Shanice began by
relating the intersections
of issues to a braid. She
said that these three topics, violence in Ferguson,
environmental
damage
from fracking, and the
promotion of women's interests are woven together, that they are not just
separate pieces but they
are all one braid. The one
section of the braid that
Shanice focused on was
the Black Lives Matter
movement. Notice that
the title of this movement
is an all-inclusive title
that implies an exclusion
of women. A member of
the audience illustrated
that women are always
put in parenthesis, where
it is often stated that
bad things happen to
black men (and women.)
Shanice called on everyone to hold themselves
accountable
for
their
role, however minor, in
these issues. This was a
good lesson for those who
were present to learn as
this is easily ignored and
seen as harmless, but in
fact, this adds to the lack
of equal treatment to
those who are With these

truths expressed, the
audience achieved the
basis of collective mobilization that Ibanez spoke
about and to take action.
The common hour
talk ended with a movie trailer produced by
the students who visited
Ferguson, as well as a
discussion. Several stu dents were shocked to
see the impact that this
visit had on those present in the film. With this
movie trailer, it became
even more clear just how
much it affected those
who were visiting the
place where so much controversy has taken place.
It was a worthwhile experience for those that
attended the trip, and
many would consider taking this initiative a success on its own. The video
will premiere at the Trinity Film Festival, among
other great submissions
that expose the reality
of what it is like to step
in footsteps of those that
have been mistreated and
harmed so severely. If you
would like to learn more
about any of these issues,
contact Laura Lockwood
at WGRAC or attend
the Trinity Film Festival
on Saturday, May 2nd.

Trinity family starts business selling popular granola
ESTHER SHITTU '17
STAFF WRITER

Two Trinity College Alums , brothers Nate Kelly ' 10 and Will Kelly' 11 ,
alongside their mother,
Cordy Kelly, run a family
owned granola business
called Four Plus Granola.
The family business
came about when Cordy
realized that her household was eating up huge
amount s of store bought
granola bars. In an effort
to make sure that her
active family is healthy,
Cordy looked for ways to
make the granola herself.
Once the granola was
made, it was clear that
Cordy's recipe would be
a huge success based on
the encouragement she
received from her family members. However, it
was not just her family
members that proved to
enjoy the food so much.
Shortly thereafter, Cordy
began to sell the delicious
treats. Hesitant at first
about the concept, Cordy
eventu a lly gave in, agr eein g to a trial run h ere a t
Trinity, where N ate a n d
Will had acquired their
rowing skills and had

the chance to coach rowing as well. Nate had
brought the granola to
the regattas and training sessions at the Maritime Rowing Club m
South Norwalk, Connecticut, and it had proved
enormously
popular.
Nate watched as many
of the rowers fell in love
with his family treat. Bite
after bite, they simply
could not get enough of
this delectable food. He
mentioned in the Trinity
Reporter that many of the
rowers wanted to know
where they could purchase the granola. From
then on, the deal was set
and the two brothers, who
also rowed at Trinity and
were both captains their
respective senior years,
began to put the granola
in bags and sell it at the
boathouse. In addition to
the boathouse, the Kellys
began selling their deli cious treats at the New
Canaan High School crew
team's spring fundraiser
in 2012, where they sold
800 bags. Shocked by the
success, the K ellys scram ble d to fill in their order,
and t h eir family kitchen
became the place where

the magic took place. Because of their huge success, the family took a
leap of faith and began to
sell their Four Plus Granola to Fairfield Coun ty farmers' markets and
Trinity's very own coffeehouse, Peter B's Espresso.
The coffeehouse now sells
these granola bags daily.
One would imagine
that such a mouthwatering, healthy treat would
have a complex recipe.
It certainly tastes like it
does. However, 1n their
interview with Trinity Reporter, the Kelly's claim
that there are just four
healthy ingredients. The
granola contains rolled
oats, canola oil, honey, and
maple syrup. In addition
to the basic ingredients,
Cordy adds raw nuts,
dried fruit or dark chocolate. These are valuable,
tasty ingredients to help
meet students' dietary
needs while ensuring
the food's tasty goodness
all in one great package.
One might wonder
where the family ca m e
up with t he name of t h e
p r oduct, a nd what sign ficance the product h olds
for the family. The name

Four
Plus
originates
chiefly from two places.
Firstly, Cordy and her
husband have four children. Also, there are four
rowers plus a coxswain
in a Crew boat, reflecting the brother's passion
for the sport at Trinity,
where the granola first
became
popular.
The
name in essence describes
the origin of the business.
The name of the com pany also reflects the
nature of the business.
Both Will and Nate were
political
science
ma jors during their time at
Trinity, and The Reporter describes Nate as a
"Natural-born salesman."
His business acumen
has proven invaluable,
and he is responsible for
keeping the books and
records of the business.
The industrial kitchen
in which Four Plus granola is now produced
was also his handiwork.
The Kelly's credit Trinity as having an important role in shaping the
way that bot h b r others
a re a ble t o cont ribut e t o
t he busin ess. N ate b elieves that Trinity helped
him to be more outgoing

and extroverted. He became open-minded and
unafraid to step up and
take the bull by the horns.
Will, who had absolutely no intention of coming
to Trinity but came to
love it, also shows that
Trinity may have a part
to do with their success.
Cordy credits
Trinity
with helping her sons to
develop the critical think·
ing and problem-solving
skills that helped them
in the roles that they
play m the business.
Nate and Will have
been running Four Plus
for three years. They are
looking forward to expanding the business by
moving their markets to
New York, Connecticut
and some parts of New
Jersey. Although they are
full -time
businessmen,
they both still make time
for the rowing, the sport
that they love. No doubt,
it helps to have a bowl
of Four Plus Granola for
the start of every morn·
ing that they must get
out the door. I t goes to
show that business a nd
pleasu re ca n n ot only ex·
ist together but one can
in fact inspire the other.

FEATURES
Trinstagram: students travel the world for spring break

COURTESY OF (left to right) Nadine Taghian '17, Charlotte Emslie '17, Christina Claxton '16, and Eliza Maciag '17
Trinity students travel around the world in hopes of viewing gorgeous vistas, unique culture, and much needed relaxation during Spring Break 2015.

Alex Coggin '16 reflects on his time in the City of Lights
ALEX COGGIN '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

It is hard to pinpoint
exactly when I decided I
wanted to study abroad
in Paris, but somewhere
in between four years
of high school French, a
Hemingway novel, and a
passion for food, I found
myself becoming a regular Francophile. Paris
may top the list for the
most cliche study abroad
cities, but it shouldn't be
dismissed as unoriginal
or overdone. In my eyes,
Paris is the perfect city to
study abroad.
Aesthetically, the city
is a perfect mix of old and
new, its historical architecture blending perfectly with modern age art
and style. Situated in the
center of western Europe,
Paris is also the perfect
hub for weekend travel Barcelona, Munich, Berlin, Amsterdam, Rome,

and London are all just a
quick plane or train ride
away. The Trinity Program's space is beautiful
and located in one of the
best neighborhoods in
the city. With some of the
greatest museums in the
world, amazing food, and
plenty of nightlife, it's no
wonder people say "Paris
is always a good idea."
Although
culturally
Parisians are often stereotyped as highbrow and
rude, in my experience
this could not be more
false. Yes, there are waiters who are standoffish
and will give you a hard
time for not speaking
French perfectly, but really how is that any different from how the United
States treats tourists in
our cities? The key to understanding Paris is to
acknowledge that, culturally, it is not the same as
the United States, and to
be open to the differenc-

COURTESY OF Alex Coggin '16
Coggin captures the Eiffel Tower while exploring at night.

es. All it takes is for Parisians to know that you
are trying to respect their
culture, and they will respect you. Everyone on
my program all grew to
love the "crepe man" who
ran a stand outside the
school. He laughed at our
accents at first but in no
time began serving us our
Nutella crepes with a contagious smile and friendly
nod. It was the little dayto-day interactions like
this that made it easy to
call Paris home for a semester.
The best part about
studying in Paris is having the chance to construct your own Paris.
Like any great city, you
cannot capture Paris in
a postcard or photo. Everyone has seen the postcard pictures of the Eiffel
Tower from the Trocadero
or the Arc de Triomphe.
The real Paris is not one
that you can simply take
a picture of and post to In stagram, it is the one that
you have to experience for
yourself.
My favorite memories
of Paris are from when
I got off the beaten path
and tried to see the city
from the perspective of an
insider. Stumbling across
hidden parks, an amazing hole in the wall Asian
restaurant, or the canal
St. Martin are all things
that I would not have
seen without doing a little
adventuring. Even when
things don't work out as
planned, it still makes for
a great memory. Whether it was almost getting
mugged by a gang of 12
year olds, accidentally going to a gay bar because
we could not read the sign,
or getting impossibly lost
trying to use the Metro
the first day, I would not
change a thing about my
Paris experience.
Another one of my
favorite memories was
seeing Kygo perform at

COURTESY OF Alex Coggin '16
Students visit the Louvre frequently for various art classes.
Showcase, a club situated
under one of Paris' most
famous bridges, Pont Alexandre III. Emerging
from the club after the
show, to be on the banks
of the Seine with the city
of lights all around is
still one of the most vivid
memories from the entire
trip.
Another abroad highlight was Oktoberfest
in Munich, which is of
course an absolute must
if you study anywhere in
the Eurozone during the
fall semester. Hofbrau haus tent is known as the
best, and that is where
most of the students go.
We got there at 7:30 a.m.
to get a spot in line. The
inside of the tent was
massive, with thousands
of other study abroad students packed into a space
about the size of a football field. We even ended
up befriending some of
the students at the table
next to us and met up
with them again in Barcelona. Outside the tents
there are food stands and
several thrill rides for the
strong-stomached. With
authentic German beers

the size of your head and
endless pretzels it is easy
to understand why so
many make the pilgrimage to Munich in October.
The classes the Trinity
Program offers are great
as well; each one of the
professors carefully integrates the city into the
coursework so that you
get the full experience
of studying abroad. My
favorite class was called
"Exotic Fares," a course
about the history of
French gastronomy and
culinary arts. The course
was taught by an award
winning chef and author
and featured a lab component consisting of restaurant visits and a wine
tasting.
Courses
aside,
the
experience of living in
a foreign city is an irreplaceable learning experience. I chose to live in an
apartment, and the independence and adaptability involved with living
in a new city is perhaps
the greatest lesson of all.
There really is no better way to teach yourself
about independence than
to study abroad.
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Hillflint brings classic collegiate apparel back to campus
KELLY VAUGHAN '17

FEATURES EDITOR
More often than not, if one
surveyed both the prospective
and current students on any
college campus, they would
express dissatisfaction with
the college apparel's mundane
uniformity. Despite flaunting
a college's colors, logo, or mas·
cot in every possible combina·
tion, there is nothing personal
or timeless about a t·shirt or
hoodie. Though threaded with
comfort and ease, the stacks of
cotton garments that fill cam·
pus bookstores nationwide are
monotonous. Enter, Hillflint.
Started by Ivy League
graduates Woody Hines and
John Shi, Hillflint is a startup
luxury sweater company that
aims to bring back classic colle·
giate knitwear to students and
alumni of schools across the
nation. Though the company
originally only sold Ivy League
sweaters, Hillflint has expand·
ed their line to include NESCAC schools and other large

universities. Hines says that
both he and Shi felt that their
school stores carried a ''bunch
of stuff that felt commoditized
and inauthentic, like the guys
making it had no idea what it
was like to go to our schools,
much less be a college student
these days."
It wasn't until a homecom·
ing event at Dartmouth where
the men found the inspiration
for their company. "John met
Ed Heald, an alum who was
wearing his class year sweater,
with 1968 knit across the chest.
It was in perfect condition, 45
years after he received it. The
numbers were knit-in· not
screen-printed, embroidered,
or felted on. It was just a time·
less looking and feeling sweat·
er." This sweater is more well
known for glossing the pages of
Take Ivy, a Japanese photogra·
phy book that archived images
of students in attractive, yet
modest everyday wear.
As recent college graduates
marketing to their same demo·
graphic, Hines and Shi knew

COURTESY OF hillflint.com
Hillflint released a letter sweater for Trinity in limited quantities.
'

that they wanted to make an
affordable, unique sweater un·
like "other sweaters in stores
which were expensive, thin,
and itchy with little logos em·
broidered on the left chest."
Hines says that his ultimate
goal of Hillflint was to create
"well-designed college sweat·
ers that authentically spoke
to people's college affiliations.
Lasting quality and design, at
an attainable price point." And
the company offers just that.
Their line of collegiate sweaters
are knit with over one pound of
Australian Merino wool or cot·
ton and cost just under $100.
At stereotypically preppy cam·
puses, like Trinity's, it's difficult to obtain a unique sense of
style while remaining true to
the school's heritage. Hillflint
provides the apparel for stu·
dents to craft their own image
while engaging in fashionable
camaraderie.
While there's a time and
place for critter pants and ma·
dras button downs, Hines and
Shi felt that the clothes they
made should match the diversity and casual feel of the av·
erage student body. "I look at
a Ralph Lauren ad and think
that this idea of smoking a cigar and sipping scotch in an
oak room feels out of touch,"
says Hines. "I think it doesn't
speak to millennials. We let
our customers choose how to
wear our sweaters, but we
don't market them through
images where they are on tall
models who don't look like any·
one we know, with the models
on a giant lawn holding cro·
quet mallets."
In order to engage with

customers rather than stigma·
tize a certain lifestyle, Hines
acknowledges that "even the
preppiest kids in our college
classes were less preppy than
the image these brands paint·
ed for their customers. Our
brand is increasingly just
about engaging honestly with
our customer base, rather than
forcing someone else's notion of
style on them."
Having just graduated from
Princeton University less than
three years ago, Hines under·
stands the struggles college
students face not only in trying
to find a job, but also, when
trying to create their own job.
A challenge they faced was
having the financial means to
support their aspirations, es·
pecially since, as Hines says,
"John and I don't have net·
works full of individuals who
are absolutely dying to invest
in 25 year olds, and while I say
kudos to anyone who has that,
if you don't, fundraising can at
first seem like a daunting pro·
cess." However, because Hillflint prides themselves on su·
perior customer service, their
honest and professional com·
munication with customers
pays off in unexpected ways.
Hines believes that one of
the valuable ways their busi·
ness has grown, both finan·
cially and aesthetically, has
been through customer feed·
back. "One of our investors
is an early customer who we
met after he emailed support
saying he wanted to exchange
his sweater for a different size.
He said nice things about the
brand and so we started asking
his opinions on products and

5,000

eventually got his wisdom on
search engine optimization. He
started asking what our plans
were and lo and behold he said
he wanted to invest when we
were ready to start fundrais·
ing."
Hines urges aspiring entre·
preneurs to form a relationship
with their clients and pay at·
tention to their interests and
desires. "I have found that
people are honored when they
know their opinions are valued
and that they have a voice in
shaping your company, and
that can lead to paying more
dividends than just getting an
outsider's opinion or advice,
which is already excellent in
and of itself."
In terms of where Hines
sees Hillfl.int heading in the
future, he says, "right now we
are very focused on the colle·
giate apparel space, particu·
larly knitwear. We will contin·
ue to test out different markets
within the college universe and
sell to the students, alums,
and fans of schools where we
see success." The most recent
school the company has started
selling to is Trinity College. After several months of seeking
permission to bring back the
vintage letter sweater to Trin·
ity's campus, Hillflint now sells
a navy sweater with a gold Tat
center front.
Hillflint's sweaters are
classy and classic and can be
shared amongst generations
of Bantams. For information
on purchasing a Trinity letter
sweater, or any products Hillflint offers, visit hillflint.com or
The Trinity Tripod's Facebook
page.
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The Jim Murray Memorial Foundation is a nonprofit organization established in 1999 to perpet·
uate the Jim Murray legacy, and his love for and dedication to his extraordinary career in journal·
ism. Trinity College is Jim Murray's alma mater.
The JMMF is pleased to present its annual essay competition for a $5,000 scholarship to be
awarded to a Trinity College student who meets the following guidelines:
~ The Trinity College student must be a Connecticut resident.
~ An applicant must be a sophomore intending to declare an English major or a junior who has
declared the English major and will graduate in spring of 2016 (or 2017).
~ An applicant must have at least a "B" (3.0) grade point average and be enrolled full-time.
~ An applicant must show integrity of character, interest in and respect for his/her fellow hu·
mans, and the energy to use his/her writing talents to the fullest extent.
The English Department at Trinity College will review essays and declare a finalist to be named
a Murray Scholar. If you are interested, please go to the English department website http://www.
trincoll.edu/Academics/MajorsAndMinors/English for more information and an application form.
Essay Format Guidelines:

now to find out
how to get your Yale
experience started.
Session A:
June 1 - July 3
Session 8:
July 6 - August 7

1. No more than 1000 words, but no less than 750 words.

2. Must be prepared with a one-inch (1") margin, 12-point font, double-spaced.
3. Applicant's first and last name and word count in the upper right corner of each page
4. Multiple pages must be numbered bottom-center.
***********************************************************
2015 Essay Topic:
Write a column that tells the story of an event, incident or person who figures prominently in the
sports history of your university. It could be a memorable game, or coach, or player, or even an
artifact that has become an indelible part of the story of your college (or maybe town).
***********************************************************

Experience Yale this summer.

The Jim Murray Memorial Foundation will issue a $5,000 scholarship check to Trinity College to
be used for the scholarship recipient's 2015-2016 academic needs.

See website for details and application requirements.
.

expenence

Ya}e }

summcr.vale.cdu
email: Slllllmcr.scssion@yalc.edu
203-432-2-B0

All submissions must be submitted to Christina Bolio in the English department no later than
Monday, April 13, 2015. Please contact Christina at christina.bolio@trincoll.edu if you have
any questions about the competition.

Arts & Entertainment
Cinestudio Review: Mike Leigh's "Mr. Turner"
TRIP SLAYMAKER '18
STAFF WRITER
It can be tempting to look
for a "moral of the story" when
trying to build an account of
someone's life. In reality, lives
don't have morals like simple
stories do. For better or worse,
''Mr. Turner" bypasses this
temptation completely. It's a
fairly unique strategy: to unspool a faithful biography on
film, without the pollution of
implanted emotional meaning.
It's more like a window into
someone's life than a movie,
and like real life, not everything fits into place. Unfortunately, one must sacrifice a
few important elements when
making this jump, and the end
product is not what it was intended to be.
''Mr. Turner" is the rigid biopic of the great English
painter Joseph Mallard William Turner. The story of his
life from roughly middle age
until his death is told almost
episodically; he paints, he falls
in love, he paints even more,
and then he dies. This is not
a spoiler; most biographies
end with a death. All this happens in a richly decorated and
consistently grubby Victorian
London, placed right next to a
sprawling and sun-bathed outdoor world, the world of painters and poets who enjoyed escaping from the dinginess of
the city in the 1820s. Turner,
for those who have not heard

of him, is famous for painting
seascapes with the low-dipping sun. In his most famous
works, the evening light glances and swoops around the canvas in a kind ofluminous haze.
His work is genius, and is con·
sidered by some to be an early milestone in the history of
Impressionism. Special effort
is made to evoke these paint·
ings, even reproduce them on
screen from time to time in
''Mr. Turner."
The man himself is played
by Timothy Spall, famous for
his bout as the slippery wizard
Wormtail in several install·
ments of the Harry Potter film
series. Spall plays Turner as a
crass and unlikeable man. He
has a large and ornate vocab·
ulary, but his words are often
muddled (or replaced altogeth·
er) by grunts and wheezes.
Roughly fifteen percent of my
focus had to be used to try to
decode what he was even saying. Phlegm has never played
a more important role in act·
ing as it does here. I can say
without a doubt that Spall is
the best thing about the end
result of this movie, with spe·
cial regard for Dorothy Atkinson and Marion Bailey, who
bring careful precision to their
roles as the women in Turner's
life, even if their characters
seemed without place.
Turner's thick-as-stone ac·
cent might be an indication
of the biggest problem this

movie faces: It isn't designed
to be easy. Director Mike
Leigh presents us with a plot·
less, directionless chunk of a
man's life, drawn out along a
mind-numbing 150 minutes.
There are hints at incoming
plots all throughout: Who will
Turner choose to love? How
will Turner continue as an
artist when he is so misunderstood by his peers? Does Turn·
er personify the spirit of art
itself? Even the best biopics
rely on structures like these to
carry them along, but the film·
makers swim casually past
these hooks without ever tak·
ing the bait, and before long,
we are an hour into the movie
and nothing has happened but
exposition. "Will the story ever
start?" we wonder. And it nev·
er really does.
''Mr. Turner" is caught be·
tween two opposing forces; it
wants very much to be seen as
a literary tome of art history,
but for all its hopes, it isn't a
clean cut. It still clings to a
few vestiges of the tropes of
biographical film, and these
straggling pieces of cinema de·
bris (the need for comic relief,
or supplementary historical
placement for example) do not
help the movie. Instead, they
only confuse the issues the
movie wishes to discuss, and
frustrate the viewer.
There's something to be
said for dense biographies:
They line my father's book-

tells its moral-free story with
very weighty value placed on
the painter himself. In the
end, we are left with a very
three dimensional sense of a
man ahead of his time. This
is really a by-product of the
movie, but a character this
fully realized is so rare in any
movie that it's a happy coincidence all the same. So, if you
are patient, and interested,
this is reason enough to try
your luck with this scholarly
opus of a movie.

shelves, and sometimes seem
to weigh almost as much as
the person about whom they
were written. It's a respectable
feat to try to compact the information of one of these into the
constraints and traditions of a
movie, but it doesn't work here.
When all is said and done,
however, ''Mr. Turner" deserves
its share of praise. It fills the
screen with gorgeous imagery,
and gives special care to its de·
tails. In other words, for all its
aimless tediousness, the film
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Timothy Spall as painter Joseph William Turner in ''Mr. Turner."

A look at Kendrick Lamar's "To Pimp a Butterfly"
HENRY CUTLER '17
JOEY McGLINCHEY '17
CONTRIBUTING WRITERS

Surrounding
the
White House with dollar bills in their hands, a
large group of expressive,
empowered black men
stand next to Kendrick
Lamar on the cover of
his new album, "To Pimp
a Butterfly." It was re·
leased on Mar. 16, a week
before expected, and has
since received a plethora
of feedback.
This is Lamar's third
studio album, coming off
the very popular "Good
Kid, M.A.A.D City," which
was released in October of
2012. The album cover of
"To Pimp a Butterfly'' was
decorated with controversial images of these men
on top of a judge with ''X"
marks on his eyes. Everyone has their own interpretations, but this could
likely be in reference to
the recent Ferguson incident, along with other
cases of police brutality

and biased court systems.
Although the artwork on
the cover provoked de·
bate, the album itself has
received incredible atten·
tion and praise.
"To Pimp a Butterfly''

has an immensely dif·
ferent sound than "Good
Kid,
M.A.A.D.
City,"
which is sometimes hard
to achieve for artists.
Kendrick describes it
himself as honest, fear·

COURTESY OF trincoll.edu
Cover of Kendrick Lamar's new album "To Pimp a Butterfly."

ful, and unapologetic. After producing one or two
albums, artists are often
criticized for not being
versatile enough. However, Lamar has successfully
avoided this. 'lupac Shakur, The Notorious B.I.G.,
J ay·Z, N as, and Eminem
have been the biggest in·
fluences for Lamar, and
his music reflects all of
their hip-hop styles. He
is most known for being a
rapper and hip· hop artist,
yet this album incorporates aspects of funk, jazz,
and spoken word.
One of his songs from
the new album, "i," was
released before the album,
dropped and won Best Rap
Performance and Best
Rap Song at the 57th Annual Grammy Awards in
February. The song prais·
es confidence in oneself
and passion in one's work.
Other songs from the album, such as "u", imitate
these empowered feelings
and emotions. The track
"u" from Lamar's "To Pimp
a Butterfly'' is an insight

into dark moments that
he faced and his insecurities. It is a very pow·
erful track that lays out
his feelings about certain experiences that he
has gone through in his
life. This song starts a
journey from "u," where
he struggles with issues
of depression, to "i," a
more positive song. The
song coming directly af·
ter "u" is "Alright" and
covers Lamar's thoughts
about how he'll survive
through his depression
as long as he is a believ·
er and a fighter. All in
all, both "i" and "Alright"
are about his acceptance
of himself through being
a part of God's greater
plan and how he learns
to love himself. These
songs have peppy overtones with very optimis·
tic messages. "To Pimp
a Butterfly'' tells a story
to all who can relate to
the song "u," that these
feelings and experiences will inevitably be resolved at "i."
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Trinity's spring dance concert: students run the show
MATIAS PRIBOR '16
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Over the weekend the Trin·
ity College Department of The·
ater and Dance presented their
Spring Concert to large crowds
in the Austin Arts Center
which were comprised of both
family and friends. Director
Katharine Power, among others, oversaw the successful performance of the department's
two shows on Friday and Sat·
urday. Student inspired chore·
ography hallmarked the event,
demonstrating the talents and
range of dance organizations at
Trinity, such as The Elemental
Movement Dance Crew, The
Trinity College Dance Campa·
ny, and the Shondaa Steppers.
The student choreographers
participated in a special Cho·
reographer's Workshop to aid
their creative process. The five
performances of the concert
showcased the talented danc·
ers and choreographers on
Trinity's campus.
The program's first performance, "In the Lonely Hour,"
choreographed by Jasmine
Gentry '17 and Camryn Clarke
'17, employed the use of sing·
er Sam Smith's smooth vocal
talents by way of medley. The
group of 15 dancers made their
way through the progression
of Smith tracks, ranging from
up-tempo dance tunes to slow·
er, more soothing melodies.

While the performance had an At any point, one dancer beoverwhelmingly large female lieved the other to have incorpresence, male dancers Miguel rectly imitated, she could stop
Adamson '17 and Corey Peter· their improvisation and story,
son '18 added a change of pace penalize them by forcing them
that was well-liked by the au· into an awkward position, and
dience.
continue with one's own story.
"Forgiveness,"
choreo· The rule being that a dancer
graphed by Hunter Lindquist could only speak when leading
'16 and featuring the Trinity the improvisation. This perforCollege Dance Company, creat· mance was among the night's
ed a somber and serious effect most creative, as it illustrated
to the soundtrack of "This Bit· dancers' abilities to elicit feel·
ter Earth" by Clyde Otis. The ings of laughter and comedy.
all-girl company, led by senior
Choreographed by Oludare
Brooke Moschetto, poignantly Bernard '16, "Babaluaye" simi·
engaged Otis' emotional song larly demonstrated the creative
with a well-choreographed abilities of the Trinity Dance
metal-chair routine. This per- community- in this case, male
formance affected the room's talent. The performance began
atmosphere, illustrating the with Bernard sitting alone on a
wide range of dance talents of stool reading a story until he is
the students. Greg Converti· strewn to the ground, presum·
to '16 commented on this fact, ably possessed by the spirit of
stating, "it was my favorite per· Babaluaye, an African deity
formance."
commonly associated with ep·
Dabin Lim '16 and Christa idemics such as smallpox and
Prophete '17 performed "The leprosy, among others. At this
Number 6 to 96th," a struc· point, the Abbilona's percus·
tured improvisation where sion tune "Babaluaye" starts to
each girl mimicked one other's play from the speakers, bring·
movements while at the same ing Bernard to his feet, danc·
time telling a story. Even to the ing, as he overcomes the death·
untrained eye, one could iden· ly spirit. Eventually, Bernard
tify the degree of difficulty in· is again overcome by the spirit
volved in dancing and telling a that brings him to the ground
personal story simultaneously. as the music ceases, and he
The performance however, took crawls to the hat that he lost in
on a more lighthearted feeling, the initial fall.
due to the implementation of
Lastly, Yanique Anderson
rules and penalties regarding '15 choreographed "Corey·O,"
the proper means of imitation. which brought the concert to

\
GET AHEAD START
ON TOMORROW.

an energetic finish with a step·
ping performance that featured
a mixed group of six students.
The performance had a building effect, as the tempos and
degrees of difficulty increased
with each passing song. Fin·
ishing on a strong note, Anderson's stepping routine put a
bow on the show and an overall
enjoyable night.
The Trinity College Depart·
ment of Theater and Dance's
Spring Dance concert turned
out to be a pleasant night, even
for one who knows very little

about dance. The degree of com·
mitment and skill shown by all
parties involved in putting on
this show was evidenced by
its quality and the positive re·
actions. When asked what her
favorite part of the show was,
Marua Griffith '17 stated, "I re·
ally enjoyed seeing Cat Haight
'17 perform tonight. I am very
proud of her." All Trinity stu·
dents should go to at least
one of these concerts during
their time here, whether to see
friends or high quality show. It
will not disappoint.

Friday and Saturday,
March 27-28, 2015,

7:30 p.m.

[)IPl:'.C:TEL) B . ..,.
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Flyer for the Spring Dance Concert held in Goodwin Theater.
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SPORTS
Bantam Athlete of the Week: Michael Flynn '15
ANTHONY ZUCARO '16
STAFF WRITER

Congratulations to the
Trinity College Men's Ice
Hockey Team for winning
its first national NCAA Division III Championship. In
order to properly celebrate,
it would only be right to look
back at one of the contributing players who was a part
of it. This incredible season
can be attributed to, in part,
senior tri·Captain Michael
Flynn. As a defensive play·
er, Flynn has contributed
tremendously to the team's
outstanding defense. Thanks
to Flynn and his defense, the
team entered the final game
with an amazing record of
24·3·1, with their win in the
final moving them to a record
of 25·3·1. Flynn himself has
some impressive accomplishments, which include making
the AHCA/CCM Division II/
III All-American East 2nd
Team, New England Hockey
Writers Association Division
II/III New England All-Star
Team, and All-NESCAC 1st
Team his junior year. Despite
being a defensive player, Flynn is known for his ability to
assist and score. In his junior
year Flynn was 4th on team
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It has been a rewarding four years for Mike Flynn '15 who led his team to a national title on Mar. 28.
in assists and the top scoring school career in preparation to junior Elie Vered helped to
for college. "My high school create a spark that would lead
defenseman.
When Flynn was young he competition definitely pre· the Bantams to a 5-3 victory.
found inspiration in the New pared me well for hockey at This victory would eventually
York Yankees. ''My favorite the collegiate level. I attend· lead the Bantams into their
athlete growing up had to be ed Avon Old Farms and was 5-2 victory against Wiscon·
Derek Jeter. Being a die-hard constantly going up against sin Stevens· Point. Despite
Yankees fan, I always looked the top prep school players this tremendous win, Flynn
up to him as a leader and in New England, which made remembers another win that
unbelievable baseball player. the transition to college much stands as his favorite moment
He always did the right thing easier." This was certainly at Trinity. "My most excit·
and carried a swagger like beneficial, as Flynn proved in ing sports moment at Trini·
no other athlete I have ever the team's semi-final against ty had to have been the win
watched." This mentality Adrlan. After a somewhat over Plattsburgh State in this
helped Flynn through his high static first half, Flynn's assist year's NCAA quarterfinals.

We punched our ticket to
the Frozen Four in front of a
packed house and against a
national powerhouse at the
D-III level".
Overall, Flynn and the
Bantams have had a roll·
ercoaster of a season. After
making the NCAA tourna·
ment following their loss in
the NEASCAC, the team
has gone against all expec·
tations and demolished their
opponents (while also doing
so with a four win streak).
In his previous interview before the final, Flynn was unsurprisingly confident in his
team. "This season has been
an unbelievable ride. Our
loss in the NESCAC certain·
ly came unexpectedly but we
were lucky enough to receive
a bid for the NCAA tourna ·
ment and we are making the
most of it. I'm confident in
what our team brings to the
table day in and day out and
know we have what it takes
to make a legitimate run at
the National Championship
title," and what a run they
had. Flynn and the rest of
the team have had a terrific
season and they have made
Trinity extremely proud to
have a second national title
this year.

Experience wins out in the race to the Final Four
RYAN MURPHY '17
STAFF WRITER

No Cinderella Stories this
year. The Final Four will fea·
ture four of the biggest and
most storied franchises in college basketball - Kentucky,
Wisconsin, Michigan State,
and Duke. For the first time
since 2008, at least three of
those teams are number I seeds.
Four of the most legendary
coaches in the game find them·
selves in the Final Four again.
Coach Krzyzewski (Duke) has
reached the Final Four 12
times, Coach Izzo (Michigan
State) 7 times, Coach Calipari
(Kentucky) 6 times, and Coach
Ryan (Wisconsin), who has
won four D-III National Cham·
pionships, twice.
Everyone expected Ken·
tucky to make it, although they
narrowly escaped ACC Cham·
pion Notre Dame in the Elite
8. Duke and Wisconsin, both
number one seeds, were also
favored to reach the national
semis, overcoming number 2seeds, Gonzaga and Arizona,
respectively, in the quarterfinals.
The one team that is a bit
unexpected is Michigan State,

the number 7-seed in the East
Region. Seeing as they are
coached by former champion
,Tom Izzo, though, it shouldn't
come as much of a surprise.
The Spartans ousted number
2-seed Virginia in the Round
of 32, following that with victo·
ries over 3·seed Oklahoma and
an overtime victory over Rick
Pitino and 4-seed Louisville.
The Spartans success has
hinged largely on the play of
seniors Travis Trice, averaging
19. 75 points and 4 assists per
game, and Branden Dawson,
averaging 11 points and 9.25
rebound per game, in their
first 4 games of the tourna ment. Junior guard Denzel
Valentine has also carried a lot
of the weight, averaging over
13 points and just under six rebounds in the tournament.
They will face off with
Duke, led by freshmen phenoms Jahlil Okafor and Justise Winslow. Okafor, the ACC
Freshman and Player of the
Year, stands 6'11" and is re·
garded as one of the best post
players in the country and
most likely the number one
pick in this summer's NBA
draft, should he forgo his eligibility.
Both of these teams each

boast three or four players
averaging double figures m
points throughout the season,
but relatively weak benches as well. In Duke's Elite 8
matchup with Gonzaga, all 66
of their points were scored by
starters. For Michigan State to
win this game, Travis Trice is
going to have to continue his
stellar production, a tall task
against Duke senior captain
Quinn Cook, who will likely
guard him all game.
Branden Dawson will also
have to hold his own in the
post going up against the best
center in the country. I think
if Duke can hold Trice to under 20 points, State just won't
have enough fire power to win.
If they can get some sort of
offensive production from the
likes of Bryn Forbes and Gavin
Schilling, they may be able
to pull the upset, but I think
Duke will find itself in the final
on April 6.
On the other side of the
bracket, the rematch of the two
super powers of college basket·
ball over the last couple years
will take place. First team
All-Americans Willie-Cauley
Stein and Frank Kaminsky
will lead Kentucky and Wison·
sin into the rematch of last

year's Final Four bout, in which
Kentucky came out victorious.
Kentucky, led by an as·
tounding nine McDonald's
All-Americans, has been ranked
number one in every poll in the
country since day one of the
season, and have backed it with
style, going an unprecedented
38-0. They are the first team in
men's college basketball history
to win 38 games, and will reach
a prestigious 40 victories if they
are able to win their last two
games.
The Harrison twins, Aaron and Andrew, are two of the
most dynamic playmakers in
the league, and passed up an
opportunity to be first-round
NBA draft picks, to come back
to school and avenge their 2014
Championship loss to UConn.
Freshmen Tyler Ulis, Karl-Anthony Towns, Devin Booker, and
Trey Lyles have all played very
significant minutes and have
been essential in helping the
team overcome the loss of junior
Alex Poythress to an ACL tear
mid-season.
On the other side, Wiscon ·
sin's two-headed monster of
Kaminsky and Sam Dekker will
try to do what no one has been
able to thus far. Dekker has
been on an absolute tear in the

last two games, notching ca·
reer·highs in points in backto·back games, with 23 points
against UNC and 27 points
against Arizona.
Dekker 1s lethal from
three-point range and Kamin·
sky has a great mid-range and
post game. The two will be
likely first round picks in the
upcoming NBA draft and will
likely be the most star-power
that Kentucky faces all sea·
son. Sophomore Nigel Hayes
and senior Traevon Jackson
will also be crucial for the
Badgers in trying to down the
Bobcats.
As hot as Wisconsin has
been, I don't think anyone has
what it takes to down Ken·
tucky. I feel like their fire pow·
er is simply too much for any
team to match up with and
their size will end up making
all the difference. I anticipate
a Kentucky-Duke Champi·
onship bout, rekindling some
past March Madness memo·
ries, but where Duke has often come up victorious in the
past, I think this year's title
belongs to the Wildcats. It will
certainly be a fantastic Final
Four, and we will be treated
to some great basketball this
Saturday and Monday.
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cord of 23·7·1.
The entire game was ag·
gressive throughout, with
both teams holding onto the
desire to win. The first goal
of the game came on a pow·
er play and was by Bantam
Sean Orlando '1 7 who notched
his 15th goal of the season at
3:38. Later on, in the first pe·
riod, Trinity became a little
too excited and were penalized
for having too many men on
the ice, resulting in a power
play for Stevens· Point. This
in turn, allowed Stevens· Point
to gain some momentum and
score their first goal of the
game by Kyle Brodie which
brought a 1· l tie going into
the first intermission of the
game.
The excitement continued
throughout the second period
when the Bantams were able
to gain back some momentum
and Michael Hawkrigg '16 was
able to score his 16th goal of
the season, resulting in a 2· 1
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The Men's Hockey team took some well-deserved time to celebrate after their big win.
socreline and Trinity lead at
1:52. The rest of the second pe·
riod was back and forth, with
many shots by both teams, but
none of them resulted in any
goals. The third period started
with equal momentum, but at
9:10 Nick D'Avolio from Ste·
vens· Point was able to score,
tying the game at 2-2. This was
a great goal by Stevens-Point
who struggled throught the
entire game to convert their
shots to actual goals. Trinity

was fired up by the goal by
Stevens-Point and came back
aggressively with the desire to
win. It was at 6=08 in the third
period when Ethan Holdaway
'17 fired the puck from within
the right circle, a goal which
became the eventual game
winner, breaking the tie. At
the end of the third period Ste·
vens· Point made a few shots
on net, but the NCAA Frozen
Four Most Outstanding Play·
er and Trinity goalie, Nathan·

iel Heilbron '16, was able to
save them. This caused Ste·
vens·Point to pull their goalie
in order to create some excite·
ment for the last few minutes
of the game. This did not give
them the momentum that they
wanted and caused Bantams
Conor Coveney '15 and Greg
Rooney '15 to score empty net
goals to seal the win even fur·
ther and reach their first ever
National Championship win.
Orlando, Hawkrigg and Cap·

Inside Sports:
Men's Hockey & Basketball

tournament.
The win was earned from
the hard work and perseverance. Athletic Director, Michael Renwick, said while
describing the team, that the
Bantams were, "a great group
of young men set out to ac·
complish a goal together and
worked selflessly to do just
that. This was a champion·
ship for the ages for which
the young men on this team
will never forget, and nor will
the great Trinity community."
The championship concluded a fantastic season by the
Men's Hockey team who fin·
ished with a record of 25·3·1,
which is a new school record.
Although many fans were not
able to travel to Minnesota,
the Trinity College commu·
nity was with them in spirit.
This is certainly a victory that
Trinity will always remember.
Congratulations to the Trinity
College Men's Hockey Team
on a great win as well as an
amazing season.

2014-15 Men's Basketball: A season to remember
BRIAN SULLIVAN '15
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The Trinity College Men's
Basketball team enjoyed by
far its most successful season
in recent memory this year,
finishing 23·7 overall, winning
the NESCAC regular season
title, and ending up a few seconds shy of advancing to the
Division-III Final Four. The
Bantams were led by a strong
group of six seniors; tri-cap·
tain center George Papadeas,
tri-captain guard Hart Gliedman, tri-captain forward Steve
Spirou, forward Alex Conaway,
forward Austin Pidoriano, and
guard Josh Peter. These seniors
constituted the first recruiting
class of fifth ·year head coach
James Cosgrove. They were
joined by Jaquann Starks '16,
Shay Ajayi '16, Andy Hurd '16,
and Rick Naylor '16; and un·
derclassmen Ed 0gundeko '17,
Chris Turnbull '17, Chris Filpo
'17, and Brian Horn '17; and
Eric Gendron '18, James McCullagh '18, and Cord Stafford
'18.
Papadeas, the starting cen·
ter for much of the season, pro·
vided an efficient interior scoring presence with 8.1 points per
game on 57 percent shooting.
Gliedman solidified himself as
the best perimeter defender
in the conference, consistent·
ly shutting down the opposing
team's best player and sacrific·
ing his own offensive gains on
the other end of the floor. Spir·
ou was the quintessential "glue

guy" for the team, facilitating
others with screens on offense
and taking the most charges on
the team, defensively. Conaway
emerged as a great two way
player for the Bantams, capa ·
ble of big games offensively
but also able to defend the op·
position's best forward when
necessary. Starks led the team
on offense with 14.1 points per
game, shooting 41 percent from
the field and 44 percentfrom
three, capturing First Team
All-NESCAC honors for his ef·
forts through the regular sea son. Ajayi was second on the
team with 10.5 points per game,
and contributed in other areas
as well, averaging 6.6 rebounds
and 1.6 steals per game. Hurd,
a transfer from Division I Cen·
tral Connecticut State, played
a crucial role as backup point

guard, playing his way into a
bigger role as the season pro·
gressed, and ended up leading
the team in assists with 3.2 per
game. Naylor served as Glied·
man's backup as a perimeter
defender, and also ended up be·
ing the second-best three point
shooter on the team, shooting
36 percent from distance on the
year. Ogundeko finished third
on the team with 9.3 points per
game, and led the squad with
7. 7 rebounds and 1.4 blocks per
game. Turnbull played import·
ant minutes all season off the
bench, playing a crucial role in
big wins with timely three point
shooting and pesky defense.
The season did not start out
as planned, as the Bantams
went 2-2 through the first two
weekends with a pair of bad
losses to Salem State and Cort·

land State. After that, however,
the team rattled off 10 straight
victories, highlighted by a pair
of 30 point victories against
Rivier and Norwich and a
double-overtime win on the
road against Williams. After
a skid in which the Bantams
lost 3 out of 4, including their
only regular season conference
loss to Tufts, the team had a 7
game win streak, which includ·
ed a 16 point road win against
Amherst, an overtime victory
against Bowdoin, and a big win
on senior night versus Colby.
After finishing the conference
schedule 9· 1, the Bantams
earned home-court throughout
the NESCAC tournament, and
used that to their advantage in
the quarterfinals with another
win against Colby. The team
ran into a red-hot Wesleyan
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The Men's Basketball team hasd a great season and look to return strong next year.

team in the semifinals, though,
and fell on their home floor 55·
52. This led some to question
whether or not Trinity deserved
a spot in the NCAA tournament,
but those fears were more than
put to bed when the selection
committee gave the Bantams
the honor of hosting the first
two rounds. In round one, Col·
by-Sawyer jumped out to a 24·8
lead, but over the balance of
the game Trinity outscored the
Chargers by 21 points to pull
out a 60-55 victory. The follow·
ing night against Salisbury, the
Bantams stifled the Seagulls
from the very start of the game
and cruised to a 60·4 7 win. In
the Sweet Sixteen, Trinity met
up with conference foe Bates
in a game with would decide
who would be the last NESCAC
team left standing in the tournament. The Bantams respond·
ed to that challenge with one of
their best games of the season,
blowing out the Bobcats 79·62.
The next night, in the Elite
Eight, Trinity had the number 4
ranked Babson Beavers on the
ropes all night, leading almost
the entire way and holding a 6
point advantage with 2:30 left
on the clock. Babson was able
to claw back to force overtime
and ended Trinity's season in a
76·69 decision. This constituted
the second best finish in Trinity
Basketball history, only behind
the 1994 Final Four team, and
resulted in the Bantams being
ranked #1 7 in the final Division
III basketball poll. A truly great
season for the Bantams.

TEAPOD
Study Abroad done the right way
DONNIE BOY
#cultured

Yo- what's Gucci Camp
Trin? My name's Donnie,
but my boys at the Hall
call me Slips, or Slips
the Legend if I just did
something baller. On my
study abroad trip, I went
to Equatorial Guinea. To
start with, like, it was
a pretty chill place, but
Mother made me bring a
bodyguard so I wouldn't
get kidnapped, or some
crap. His name was Domingo, and he was like,
hella poor, so he collected baseball cards. Here's
some sick facts about
Equatorial Guinea - It's
in Africa: for you dum dums out there, Africa's
like the biggest country
in the world. They speak
spanish in E.G. instead
of African or whatever,
so before I went I learned
some key phrases, like
"Donde puedo comprar
el burro blanco?" and ''Mi
abuelo tiene dos casas en
los Hamptons. Y tu?"
Mother also says
Equatorial Guinea has a
problem with food supplies. That was hard

for me to hear, guys. It
makes me really sad
that this country has
too much food, because I
have a zero tolerance policy for fatties. For I while,
I thought about not even
going. But then Mother
flipped at me, and took
my snowboarding stuff
out of my dorm, and so
I had to go. No boarding
means no life, am I right
Randy?
Dirty
Randy
knows what I'm talking
about. Anyway, I took
Mother's plane over to Africa, and like, right away
I was feeling the culture.
I was pumped.
I was learning new
things every second, like,
did you know that if you
cut a hot-pocket in half
it gets cool like a billion
times faster? Also, Hot
Pockets are dope. At first
when I got to my Grand dad's walled mansion
home in the city of Mala bo, I was so mad 'cause he
only has Hot Pockets and
nasty French food from
the chef, Aubert. Seriously, like, Granddad golfs
with the president of
this tiny fat country. He
should have more food.

It's disgusting.
So basically, I didn't
leave the mansion. Like,
Ever. Who can blame me,
though? Real talk: If you
make eye contact with a
fatty you take in ten calories. It's the fatty agenda.
But I made Domingo the
bodyguard go out and sell
my old Vineyard Vines
boating shorts, and a bottle of my favorite cologne:
"Affluenza", by Sponge
Disick, Scott Disick's secret brother. It was hard
to give up my stuff, but
that's the life of a traveller like me. You have to
make sacrifices. I used
the money to pay for an
overseas HBO package,
and I watched this crazy
show about a dude with
three wives who runs for
state senator. It was hot.
Anyway, I'm back at
Trin now. It was a good
experience, because like,
what if I went my whole
life
without
knowing
about this world news
type stuff? And Hot Pockets? That'd be ignorant.
Peace out, and I'll see you
newspaper-reading nerds
out on the freakin' weekend.
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Freshmen to live in historic but dilapidated neighbourhood
THE BRO NEXT DOOR
a1!Jthing's better than living in North

Trinity decided to accelerate its long-term growth
plan after the drop in the
US News College Rankings. The original plan was
to increase the size of the
undergraduate
student
body from 2400 to 3000 by
the 2020 academic year, but
upon acquiring the downtown center, President
Berger-Sweeney felt the
Trustees were pro-growth,
and decided to initiate expansion as soon as possible.
The admissions staff
was notified and they
decided to creatively approach this year's process.
To increase the class size
without raising admissions
rate, the acceptance letters
were mailed to those the
college deemed less qualified. While this move is
unorthodox, the goal was
to attract students who
saw Trinity as a reach
school and would readily
commit. So far the plan is
working, the admissions
office is flooded with postcards from ecstatic student
prepschoolers from New
England and New York.
To prepare for the in-

1t s none o your business
The charming, yet rickety homes that are set to house incoming freshmen next fall.
flux of students the college the "real Hartford expe- "the goal of this housing
has been making arrange- rience." While one might project is to bring students
ments with landlords and assume the new housing closer to the Hartford comlocal foreclosure real-es- will be modeled like the munity. For too long the
tate groups to purchase Crescent Street Houses, college has expanded by
as much available apart- the President has no plans gentrification and sterilment real estate in the to renovate. The locknet- ization of the surrounding
Frog Hollow area as possi- ics key card readers will buildings and area. By creble. While the initial plan be installed and students ating an immersive culture
was to rent several floors will move in come August, experience, students will
in the Park Place Towers, with the housing in "as is" be well rounded and enan advisory board of pro- condition. Endorsing the gaged in a few short weeks
fessors suggested blend- Presidents initiative one of their first semester."
ing the housing with local Language and Culture
This new real estate
real estate to give students Studies Professor said, acquisition is going to be

rolled out in tandem with
the Mentoring Network
program that BergerSweeney challenged some
of the best and brightest
students here at the college to create However,
instead of using the term,
'Nests' for the networks,
as proposed by the win ning design challenge
team, the networks in the
recent acquisitions will be
known as the Trap Houses.
The Tripod spoke to a
few students on campus,
and reactions were mixed,
but overall students seem
to be receptive to the idea,
and think the incoming
students will embrace the
adventure of the experience of the living conditions, and that the history of the housing will be
respected and honored
by incoming students.
A North Campus resident spoke on the plan,
"I literally think this is a
great idea, my dormitory
is disgusting, new housing would be so great."
If all goes well t h e
housing will be secured
and paid for by the sum mer, so to all you out
there in the class of
2019, welcome to Trinity.
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Inside Sports:
Men's Squash and
Hockey teams associate with Illuminati
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President is responsible for setting .
.
off this year's never-ending winter Fifteen precious quotes
AL ROKER
the cold never bothered him an'l)wav
:,, :,,

Every year after spring
break, students at Trinity College return to campus ready
to hit the gym and show off
their tans. Overly-eager girls
begin to wear white jeans far
before the appropriate time
of year, and clueless boys pull
out their Sperry's only to have
them ruined by the dreaded
rain puddles on the sidewalk
outside Mather. However, this
year Trinity men and women
alike have been forced to re·
treat back to their unnecessar·
ily warm Canada Goose jack·
ets and worn out Bean Boots.
Why? Because it is snowing in
April, and there is only one person to blame: President Joanne
Berger-Sweeney.
Nearly two months ago
when Madame President
emerged from her dark, drea·
ry office on February 2 along
with thousands of groundhogs
across the country, no one
could have guessed that such a
small woman could have such
a powerful effect on the rest
of the spring season. Ground·
hogs who see their shadow on

Groundhog Day ensure an ad·
ditional six weeks of unfortu·
nate winter weather, but when
President
Berger-Sweeney
saw her shadow on the Long
Walk that fated morning, she
sparked the beginning of over
eight weeks of snow, sleet, and
ice that do not seem to be end·
ing anytime soon.
So next time you are slip·
ping along the Lower Long
walk, angrily checking your
weather app, or getting sucked

into a wind tunnel while trudging home from the gym, blame
that cursed morning of February 2. Maybe next year Trin·
ity students will pay more at·
tention to the clouds covering
Madame President or whether
the sun is hitting the Chapel
just right. She may be small,
but she sure is powerful: Pres·
ident Berger-Sweeney saw her
shadow this past Groundhog
Day, and we have all had to pay
dearly.

REAL ''WRITERS"

actual/y submitted to the T ripod

1. It's been years since the
assasination of J.F.K., 50 years
to be exact.
2. Many forget that the gov·
ernment is run by people.
3. I am however into the
truth.
4. Even though it was a mi·
nority weekend, he [President
Jones] did not let that stop him
from visiting and working to
connect with us personally.
5. Having your own facto·
ry bombed time and again is
enough to make anyone quit
what they love.
6. Being an entrepreneur
does not make you any less hu·
man than anybody else.
7. Part of the reason is be·
cause I am not 'sporty.'
8. As I mentioned earlier, I
was a cheerleader.
9. Some people get concus·

sions from hitting their heads
on desks.
10."Who did not do their
homework and what can we
do so this does not happen the
next time?" (About Malaysian
Air Pilot)
11. The truth of all the
questions, no one has the an·
swers.

12. Coffey did not also come
from a sunshine home.
13 I would be remiss to
mention the strange and mod·
erately alarming performance
by "rapperX." "RapperX," who
convulsed about the stage with
the energy and composure of
a violently dying woodland
mammal, shouting intermit·
tently along to a backing track
(one with vocals, mind you), in
a collapsing-black-hole show of
totally lack of respect for the
audience.
15. Not only is there some·
thing in the name, there is
something in the nature of the
business.

Berger-Sweeney spotted socializing with squirrels on the quad.

Bantam legendary athlete of the week: ames Talor IV
BARACK OBAMA
Leader of the Americans

When James Taylor IV
arrived at Trinity College
in the fall of 2014, he took
the campus by storm. He
is a 19, 21, or 26 year old
(depending on which ID
you use) from Bayshore,
Long Island. He attended
the lacrosse powerhouse,
Chaminade High School
and was a top tier track
recruit for Trinity, but he
"isn't like the other run ner pansies, because I
played real sports too, and
real sports involve contact
and messin fools up." At
Chaminade he tried out
for the lacrosse team, but
decided he was too good
for them and just took a
bunch of gear to play a
solitary game of wall ball
next to the track every
afternoon. After watch·
ing the track team prac·
tice, Taylor says "I felt
like could do that ish, just
running around in circles seemed like cake for
a sports prodigy like me,
so I graced the track team
with my presence." He
took his talent to the 4x
200-relay team and placed

17th in the New Balance
Nationals. He also claims
he was a top 100-rated
linebacker in the country
but wasn't recruited due
to injuries his junior year.
On campus, besides
running track, Taylor was
also an outstanding play·
er on the Rugby pitch for
all of the two out of the
five games he was sober
enough to make on Sat·
urday morning. His fellow
teammates described him
as both, "a savage monster" and, "a player you
really can't count on to
show up ready to play."
First
semester,
he
missed a game to bring a
female guest to the hospi ·
tal, because she had sustained a concussion and
broken rib in the debauchery that had ensued the
night before. According
to Taylor, his lovemaking
prowess is well known
on campus, He is the top
male escort at Trinity Col·
lege, and can be contacted for event and pricing
info at his trincoll.edu
address. "Girls love tak·
ing body shots off me," he
made sure to let the Tripod know.

As a student-athlete,
Kelsey is much more then
a chiseled man, he is a
devoted scholar. When
he is not in the gym or
carbo-loading at Mather,
Taylor is hitting the books
and watching educational
Youtube videos that have
him an expert on almost
everything, he says.
We reached out to a
few of his professors, but
were not able to receive
comment on his academic
performance. They were
able to confirm that his
name was on the atten·
dance sheets, but they
were unable to recognize
him by his picture.
"There is so much more
to an athlete than just a
perfect skin tan and a hot
body, I like to maintain a
well rounded approach to
my education," he says. "I
don't knock anything before I try it, and here at
Trinity I have been able
to try a lot." He is looking
forward to the upcoming
track season, but first
needs to overcome his
two injuries, a strained
hip flexor and a constant
nosebleed before return·
ing to practices.

